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CWA OF KANSAS
WHAT ARE OUR CONCERNS?

A reporter that covers the Kansas Legislature often
asks when he runs into us at the Capitol, “What are
you ladies at CWA concerned about today”?  I think he
finds it amusing to make that play on words based on
our name, but he is right to ask.  We would not even be
at the Capitol unless we did have concerns about our
culture and how that is played out in the Legislature.

Our core issues
For the sake of this journalist and for you I would like to
review our six core issues with you.  These formulate
the emphasis that CWA has in tracking bills, testifying
in committees and influencing and encouraging our
legislators on issues that affect the family.

Sanctity of Human Life:  “CWA supports the
protection of all life from conception until natural death.
This includes the consequences resulting from
abortion.”  CWA of Kansas will be following bills that
deal with:

o Abortion Clinics:  How they are licensed, safety
requirements, reporting, and informed consent.

o Abortion:  We will work tirelessly for the protection of
the unborn; those lives in women’s wombs and in
Petri dishes in research facilities.  We advocate
supporting women in their right to know about all
aspects of abortion… both the physical procedure
and the effects that abortion has on their physical
and emotional health.

o Euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide:  We
believe that natural death should end life

o Stem cell research:  We support adult stem cell
research

Definition of the Family: “CWA believes that the
traditional family consists of one man and one woman
joined in marriage, along with children they may have.
We seek to protect traditional values that support the
Biblical design of the family.”

o We will be monitoring bills that seek to redefine the
family into relationships that do not support
traditional families such as “affectional
relationships”; “gender identities and/ or perceived
gender identities”, etc.

o We will work tirelessly on an amendment that
defines and protects traditional marriage from those
relationships that undermine and dilute the definition
of marriage.

Education:  “CWA seeks to reform public education
by returning authority to parents.”

o School funding will be a huge issue in the upcoming
legislature based on a court ruling issued by Judge
Terry Bullock.  We will be monitoring this situation
closely.  We would like to see sufficient money
allocated by the legislature for students and
teachers along with more accountability for the
money spent.  We believe that parents and local
school boards should be directing educational
decisions for their community.

Pornography:  “CWA endeavors to fight all
pornography and obscenity.”

o We believe that pornography and obscenity are a
threat to our children and advocate protecting
children from viewing pornography or being
exploited by those who are addicted to pornography.
We believe that children’s protection should not be
trumped by so-called free speech.

Religious Liberty:  “CWA supports the God-given
rights of individuals in the United States and other
nations to pray and worship without fear of
discrimination or persecution.”

National Sovereignty:  “CWA believes that neither the
United Nations nor any other international
organizations should have authority over the United
States in any area, including economics, social policy,
military and land ownership.”

Miscellaneous:  Sometimes there are issues that do
not comfortably fit into a specific category but are
important to address.

We are “concerned” citizens; not because we belong to
an organization, but because we are privileged to be in
a system of government that is free; to maintain that
freedom citizens must be involved and aware of threats
from within and without.  We will remain “concerned” as
long as we are free.  In fact, our freedom depends on
that concern.   
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